StarLink® Communicator Signal Strength Tester

StarLink® Signal Strength Testers are simple to use, self-contained tools that allow technicians to perform a quick onsite survey of the premises to find the optimum site for StarLink alarm cellular communications. In minutes, the tester provides a visual metered signal strength analysis of the chosen LTE Network at that exact location, eliminating time and guesswork and/or trial and error. These handy, compact wireless units are self-powered with a built-in rechargeable power pack, that recharges using supplied AC transformer or via Micro USB socket. Low Battery indicator & diagnostic LEDs and desktop stand also included. Models available for AT&T® and Verizon® LTE network tests; for commercial fire (red housings) or general applications (black housings).

- Optimize signal, speed labor and eliminate guesswork for ideal StarLink Communicator installation location selection
- Accurate onsite AT&T LTE or Verizon LTE network signal tests in minutes
- Portable, compact, and self-contained/self-powered
- 4 diagnostic LEDs, include low battery indicator
- AC Transformer for recharging, supplied (plus micro USB socket)
- Tabletop stand, supplied
- Choose commercial fire (red) or general models (black); plus choice of LTE network

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Dimensions(WxHxD):** 8 x 5.45 x 1.5” (20.3 x 13.9 x 3.8cm)
- **Typical Battery Life:** About 23 hours of continuous use (from fully-charged state)
- **Battery Life Indicator:** Four (4) small blue LEDs display the real-time percentage of remaining battery power (recharge when one LED is lit)
- **Battery Pack:** Standard USB 5V 10000mAh (supplied)
- **Battery Charger:** 5V/2A wall plug adapter
- **Operating Temperature:** 0° - 49°C (32° - 120°F)
- **Humidity:** Maximum 93% Non-Condensing
- **Indoor / dry location use only**

**ORDERING INFO**

- **SLE-LTEV-SS** StarLink Signal Strength Tester. Optional site survey tool to optimize install location. Rechargeable power pak, desktop stand & AC xformer (for recharging). Verizon LTE
- **SLE-LTEA-SS** As above, for AT&T LTE
- **SLE-LTEA-SS-CF** StarLink Fire Commercial Fire Signal Strength Tester, as above in Red, for AT&T LTE
- **SLE-LTEV-SS-CF** As above, for Verizon LTE